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The omnipresent ill-posedness of tokamak equilibrium reconstructions can be mitigated by

an integrated approach of combining a comprehensive set of internal and external measurements

with a predictive model of the expected current distribution. The goal is to overcome the need

for non-physical regularization (smoothing) of the sourceprofiles entering the Grad-Shafranov

equation by a sufficiently informative set of measurements and physical modelling. An extended

set of data allows to validate their mutual compatibility due to partially redundant information.

Grad-Shafranov EquationThe GSE describing an ideal magneto-hydrodynamic equilibrium

in axisymmetric tokamak geometry reads
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whereψ(R,z) denotes the poloidal flux function in cylindrical coordinates (R, z). The toroidal

current density profile,jφ , consists of two terms, wherep(ψ) is the plasma pressure (isotropic

case) andF(ψ) = µ0Ipol/(2π) is proportional to the total poloidal currentIpol.

The GSE is solved at ASDEX Upgrade subject to an extended set of constraints within an

Integrated Data analysis suite with Equilibrium (IDE). Recently the 59 measurements from

poloidal and radial magnetic field coils were extended by a second poloidal ring of 29 coils

toroidally separated by 45 degrees. This enables to study effects of magnetic field perturbation

on the plasma and the control system. A set of 18 toroidal flux loop measurements was recently

supplemented by a diamagnetic flux loop measurement [1]. These magnetic measurements are

complemented by measurements of divertor tile currents constraining the poloidal current in

the scrape of layer and 3 loop voltage measurements, two on the low-field (lfs) and one on the

high-field side (hfs). The forward model of the loop voltage measurements requires temporal

correlation of successive equilibria provided anyway by the modelling constraints (see below).

Pressure profiles constraining thep′-term consists of the sum of the pressure if the thermal

electrons and ions and of the fast ions. The electron thermalpressure profile is provided by

the Integrated Data Analysis (IDA) suite [2]. The ion thermal pressure is calculated from

the ion temperature available from charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) on

two toroidally separated neutral heating beams for full temporal coverage (Ti = Te is assumed
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without beams) and the ion density using the electron density (IDA) and aZeff profile from

either bremsstrahlung [3] or the impurity densities from CXRS. The pressure profile and neut-

ral beam current drive (NBCD) of the fast ions are taken either from TRANSP calculations or

from a recently developed method which is based on an orbit averaged beam deposition and an

analytical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation, as described in sections 2.2-2.3 of [4]. The

pressure constraints together with the diamagnetic flux loop measurements provide a redundant

set which allows to validate the thermal and fast ion profiles. In particular in the absence of

neutral beams (noTi measurements) and the presence of electron cyclotron heating the assump-

tion of Ti = Te might not be valid which can clearly be seen in a mismatch of the modelled and

measured diamagnetic flux as well as in the fitting of the pressure constraints.

Geometrical information about flux surfaces are provided byiso-flux constraints [5] from

redundant measurements of the electron temperature on the high- and low-field side. Recently

an upgraded suite of CXRS diagnostics allows to exploit also ion temperature measurements

assumingTi being constant on flux surfaces. Iso-flux constraints are applicable if Te- or Ti-

profile gradients allow a unique allocation of flux surfaces with temperature values. This is not

possible, e.g., after a sawtooth crash with flat profiles close to the plasma center.

Internal information about the current distribution is provided by spatially resolved motional

stark effect (MSE) and, since recently, imaging MSE (iMSE) measurements [6]. Additionally,

polarimetry measurements of two lines of sight (LOSs) provide line integrated measurements

of the projected magnetic field [7]. Since the poloidally oriented LOSs have a small toroidal

tilt angle, the toroidal field contribution has to be calibrated from two similar discharges with

reversed toroidal field. A plausible toroidal tilt angle of about 0.4 degrees for both LOSs was

estimated. Further calibration measures of the detection system is in progress. Although po-

larimetry is momentarily less sensitive than the iMSE, it isavailable throughout the plasma

discharge whereas the (i)MSE has to rely on appropriate neutral beams. The current and pres-

sure measurements in combination with the localisation of MHD modes and the presence of

sawtooth crashes provide a valuable redundant set to validate individual diagnostics.

Current Diffusion EquationThe extended set of heterogeneous measurements is complemen-

ted by flux-surface averaged toroidal current distributions obtained by employing the CDE (also

known as poloidal flux diffusion equation) between successive equilibria,
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ψ(ρ) is the poloidal magnetic flux at the toroidal flux coordinateρ with the toroidal magnetic

flux Φ and the vacuum magnetic fieldB0 =B(R0) at the reference radiusR0. The CDE describes

the diffusion of the poloidal flux on the background of the toroidal flux due to resistivity. The
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coupling of thepredictiveCDE with theinverseequilibrium reconstruction from the GSE is

performed in two steps. Starting with a previous equilibrium the CDE is iterated till the next time

where an equilibrium is to be estimated. The flux-surface averaged toroidal current distribution

from the iterated CDE provides an estimate of the GSE〈 jφ 〉. Finally, the next equilibrium is

evaluated using the GSE solver by minimising a least-squares criterion on all the measured

data and modelling〈 jφ 〉 including their uncertainties. The modelled〈 jφ 〉 uncertainty is due

to uncertainties in the various parameters entering the CDE.Details about the coupling, the

geometric quantities, the bootstrapjbs and driven currents from neutral beamsjnbcdand electron

cyclotron resonance heatingjeccd, and the uncertainty treatment can be found in [8].

Sawtooth crashSince the CDE does not consider current redistribution events such as saw-

tooth crashes, additional redistribution models have to beincluded. The identification of a saw-

tooth crash can optionally be chosen from a simplified shear criterion at theq = 1 surface

or from a sawtooth identification scheme employing soft X-ray data. Redistribution models en-

compass full or partial reconnection given by the Kadomtsevmodel or a newly employed variant

based on aq= 1-surface conserving redistribution scheme supported by soft X-ray observations

[9]. Theq= 1-surface is conserved if the current is redistributed onlywithin theq= 1-surface.

The simplest approach is to redistribute the total current within the q = 1-surface uniformly.

In contrast to the Kadomtsev model the resultingq-profile stays below one throughout the area

within theq= 1-surface.
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Figure 1:Time traces of measured (circles) and modelled (red line) iMSE angles without (a) and with (b)
using the angles in the equilibrium reconstruction for a sawtoothing discharge(dashed vertical lines).

An example of equilibrium reconstruction with the upgradedsuite of measurements and mod-

elling including first iMSE measurements is shown in fig. 1 fordischarge #33421 with strong

sawtooth crashes (SCs). The sawtooth reconnection method with current redistribution only

within the q = 1-surface was applied although the present data do not provide sufficient in-

formation to validate the various sawtooth models. The measured iMSE angles (circles) are

compared to the modelled angles based (a) on magnetic, polarimetry and current diffusion data

and (b) additionally on the iMSE angles. SC induced jumps up to 0.4 degrees can clearly be re-
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solved in the measured angles. At mid-radius (ρtor = 0.52) and close to the center (ρtor = 0.11)

the jumps go in opposite directions. The modelled angles without fitting the iMSE angles (a) de-

scribe the jumps reasonably well but partially with reducedsize. Fitting additionally 114 iMSE

angles in 1.65m< R< 2.06m and−0.1m< z< 0.2m (b) reduces the residues significantly,

as expected. The SC induced iMSE angle variation close to themagnetic axis are due to two

opposite effects. The flattening of the pressure profile reduces the Shafranov shift resulting in

an inward (to hfs) shift of the magnetic axis of about (a) 5 mm and (b) 10 mm and a correspond-

ing decrease (sign definition by geometry and sign of current) of the angle due to an increased

poloidal magnetic field at measurement position. The SC induced redistribution of the current

results in a reduced poloidal magnetic field close to the plasma center and, hence, an increase

in the angle. Close to the axis the effect from the current redistribution exceeds the one from

the inward shift whereas at mid-radius the inward shift causes the dominant effect. A detailed

study of the various effects including the redistribution of the fast particles is in progress.
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